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For immediate release
EXHIBITION OF NEW GUINEA ART TO BE SEEN AT USD
An exhibition of masks, figures, and other ritual
objects from the Sepik River area of Papua, New Guinea,
and the surrounding islands will be mounted at the
University of San Diego's Founders Gallery beginning
November 12 and running through December 9.
The exhibit, "The Face and Form of Melanesia," will
feature some 45 objects from the collection of the
International Gallery in La Mesa and was arranged through
the courtesy of Dr. and Mrs. Charles Ross and their family.
Therese Whitcomb, USD Professor of Art and curator of
Founders Gallery, points out that there have been no
significant showings of this type of art in San Diego in
the past, "yet this area of New Guinea has been one of the
richest sources of primitive art in the world."

The purpose

of the exhibition, according to Prof. Whitcomb, is to
display a cross-section of objects fashioned by the
preliterate Sepik River people, showing how they use various
materials--fiber, wood, and clay--in the stylization of
the human face and figure~
- more -
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Nearly all of the objects are ritual in nature.

Many

are from 40 to 60 years old, almost antiquities by New
Guinea standards, since the climate there rapidly deteriorates
wood and other porous materials.
Ross is director of the Student Health Service at
the University and, with his wife, owner of the International
Gallery.

His interest in the New Guinea art forms began

almost three years ago when he attended the triannual Student
Health Association meeting in New Zealand.

A side trip to

New Guinea led him to a Yugoslav residing on the island who
shared his enthusiasm about these objects and trom whom the
first pieces were obtained.

This interest led Ross to

H. Mark Lissau e r, internationally known collector-dealer
and scholar of the anthropology of the area.

Over the years,

Lissauer had collected hundreds of pieces, many of which
have now been acquired by major museums and other private
collectors throughout the world.

For personal reasons,

Ross says, Lissauer had begun to dispose of his collection
and a significant portion has now been acquired by the Ross
family.
Current New Guinea law prevents export of art pieces
made before 1960.

Since the Lissauer collection was in

Australia, Ross was able to acquire some of the rare and
unusual pieces that, he says, are becoming harder and harder
to find.

"The young men of the tribes are not learning the

crafts of their forefathers, so these important art forms
are becoming extinct."
- more -
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Founders Gallery is open to the public on weekdays
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., except on Wednesdays, when it is
open from 10 a.m. until 9 p.m.
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New Guinea, the second largest island in the world, lies
just north of Australia. Its population numbers over two and
one half million people. They live in a region of low-land river
swamps and jungles and highland regions topped by snow-capped
mountain peaks over 14,000 feet high.
The origin of the inhabitants of New Guinea is not clear.
However, they are presumed to have migrated over land bridges
from southeast Asia more than 25,000 years ago. They are
characterized as Melanesian people. They speak over 650 different
languages reflecting their diversity although there are only a
small number of distinct tribal groups.
Douglas Newton has pointed out that "of these people, at
least one third - generally those of the great highland areas have in recent times practiced virtually no visual arts beyond
that of fantastically elaborate personal ornamentation but the
others, the people of the coasts and some of the inland rivers,
have created a mass of sculpture and paintings with what
sometimes seems bewildering energy and invention."(1) They
_have produced some of the richest store of ethnographic art seen
anywhere in the world.
Unfortunately, more recent generations are not carrying
forward the artistic tradition of their ancestors and New Guinea
art may soon fade totally out of existence except for pieces
now remaining in the museums of New Guinea, Europe, and the
United States and some fine remaining private collections.
Much of the art displayed in this exhibition has been
collected by Mr. Mark H. Lissauer of Melbourne, Australia and
is now part of the collection of the International Gallery in
La Mesa. A small portion of that collection has been loaned to
Founders Gallery for this exhibition. Mr, Lissauer has been
collecting in New Guinea since the early fifties, He has been
the source for major museum and private collections throughout
the world. Mr. Lissauer writes: "We began to collect almost
thirty years ago when much of New Guinea had no regular contact
with the Western world. Many areas of the country required
special permits for travel; others were considered unsafe and
some were still unknown or unexplored. We established ourselves
on the lower Sepik River in a house boat resting on two sixty
foot long canoes and traveled in this on the river or in smaller
dugout canoes to reach the smaller river tributaries. In the
interior, we walked to back country villages in the hills and
remote less accessible regions.
~Usually, our coming was told well in advance from one
village to another, including details of members of our party,
natives assisting us and the purpose of our trip. The more
important villages had their ¥men's housesf (sacred houses)
intact and decorated to a degree determined by the strength and
knowledge of their village elders, the prosperity of the village
and the artistic tradition of the tribe. Many of the villages

had their social organization and related ceremonial life intact
and thriving. The curious fact that native artifacts were hardly
ever replaced when sold or decayed, has caused a rather swift
denudation of the villages and a decline in interest in
ceremonial life. A large part of that decline has also been
caused by the young village men being taken away from the
villages as indentured labor in other parts of New Guinea, when
in prior times, they would have been instructed in tribal lore and
crafts by their elders. The death of the elders by natural
attrition and the failure to inbue the younger generation with
the values and traditions of their own culture, has resulted in
a New Guinea of today which is almost totally devoid of cultural
artifacts out~ide of theose residing in the National Museum of
New Guinea." l 2 )
While current law forbids the export from New Guinea of any
ethnographic art manufactured before 1960 or 1967 depending on its
type, "by now, the more important and artistically productive
New Guinea cultures are to all intents and purposes, completely
stripped of any objects of pre-European vintage and have little
or nothing left even of recent manufacture." Q) Thus to produce
any type of significant exhibition now, one must find peoples who
had been collectors in the earlier years and had already removed
the materials from New Guinea.
This exhibit, Face and Form of New Guinea, is an attempt to
share with the community of San Diego some of the exciting art
forms of New Guinea and surrounding areas such as New Britain
and New Ireland. While the collection at International Gallery,
from which these pieces come, numbers hundreds of pieces, space
limitations allow us at Founders Gallery to present only a
small sampling of the wide variety of artifacts that have been
produced by the people of New Guinea in the past.
The exhibition contains articles of wood, fiber, shell,
feathers, pigment and stone and includes masks, statuary and
a large variety of ritual objects. This is the first exhibit of
material from this region to be held at Founders Gallery and
hopefully will open the door to appreciation of the rich art
forms of this area which have not had widespread attention in
San Diego.
The map(3) illustrates the geographic region of Papua New
Guinea which has been the source of most of this material, and
where possible, the specific village of origin, or at least
region of origin of each piece has been identified. A few pieces
are denoted to be from Irian New Guinea, an area farther to the
west of the origins of the Sepik River, and now a part of
Indonesia and inhabited in part by the Asmat people.
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